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ABSTRACT 

Fullerene ions, c~;, with q up to 9, have been observed in study of their 

production by slow (v<0.5 au) impact of the projectiles 40 Ar4,5,8,12,16,17+ I36Xe27+ 
' ' 

86Kr28+, 209Bi20·38,44·46+ and 238U46+ on a neutral fullerene beam. The distribution of ion 

yields for each projectile is representable by a binomial form; variation of the biniomial fit 

parameters with projectile charge suggests the maximum positive charge for the fullerene 

10n. Correlations between the time-of-flight of first and second ions are shown to 

provide details of the fragmentation of fullerenes in close collisions. 

PACS number: 36.40.+d 
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An outstanding property of c:~ ions is their high stability against 

Coulomb explosion; it is unusual for any molecule to remain intact while carrying more 

than a few units of charge, yet c:~ ions (with q up to 7) have been observed with 

lifetimes of at least many microseconds [ 1 ,2,3]. Among these observations, Walch et al 

[2] .produced c:~ ions (q=1-6) in single collisions of slow multiply charged Ar8
+ or 

Xe14+ ions on C60 vapor targets. This process (electron transfer) is apparently a gentle 

removal of electrons from the fullerene with minimal excitation of its internal modes, and 

thus has the potential to produce fullerene ions of the highest charge. Recently, Scheier 

and Mark [3] have reported the production of c~; by multiple electron impact. A 

theoretical model given by Petrie, Wang and Bohme, [4], predicted that the C~ would be 

stable against spontaneous Coulomb explosion; and recently, Mark and Scheier [5], 

extended their arguement, using a different binding energy, to predict stability of C~~ 

up to q=8. Given this background, it is natural to ask: where will it end? That is, how 

high may C60 be charged and remain stable against Coulomb decay? When decay does 

occur, either promptly or delayed, what is the nature of this process? In this work we 

report the production, by slow ion impact, of highly charged c~;, 70 ions with; q up to 9' 

two units beyond the previously reported highest charge. The newly observed ions also 

remain intact several microseconds, and a systematic study of the fullerene 1on 

distributions indicates a limiting charge beyond which rapid dissociation occurs. 

This work utilized a wide range of projectile ions from the Advanced Electron 

Cyclotron Resonance ion source at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 88" Cyclotron, for 

production of multiply charged c~;,70 ions by impact upon fullerene vapor (the method 

descnbed in [2]). The ions used were 40 Ar4,5,8,12,16,17+' 136Xe27+' 86Kr28+' 209Bi20,38,44,46+ 

and 238U46+ usually with energies of 10 keY/charge. The mass and charge analyzed 

beams, collimated to about 3 mm in diameter, intercepted a thermal fullerene molecular 

beam at 90°. Typical ion currents were 0.1-0.4 nA. The fullerene beam was produced by 

evaporating sample powder containing about 85% C60 and 15% C70 (Polygon Enterprises 
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Inc., Waco, Texas). The oven operated usually at= 430 °C, and the oven region, apart 

from a small aperture, was isolated from the main. collision chamber and separately 

pumped; the base pressure was < 1 x 1 o-8 Torr in the main chamber during operating 

conditions. 

Target collision products were analyzed by an electron/recoil-ion time-of-flight 

(TOF) spectrometer, consisting of an ion TOF spectrometer and an electron extractor. 

The latter has the geometry of a first-order space focused TOF spectrometer with a 2 em 

flight tube located 1 em from the ion beam center; followed by a channel electron 

multiplier. The ion spe<;trometer is a second-order space focused design [ 6] with a first 

acceleration grid 0.80 em from the ion beam center, followed by a second grid spaced 

0.93 em from the first, and a 9.27 em free flight tube. A channel plate multiplier assembly 

(first plate at -4 kV) mounted behind the flight tube detects transmitted ions. The ion 

time-of-flight is very insensitive to initial position in the beam intersection region, but is 

sensitive to initial velocity, thus widths/shapes of time-of-fight peaks indicate initial 

velocity spreads. The two detectors face each other vertically, relative to the plane 

containing the ion and the fullerene beams. An extraction field, E, accelerates positive 

ions to the ion detector and electrons to the channel multiplier. Promptly released Auger 

and/or low energy continuum electrons are often produced in collisions that remove two 

or more electrons from a neutral target. For a fullerene target, this was verified in the 

observations of Walch et al [2] and recent model calculations [7, 8]. Our technique uses 

signals from the electron and ion detectors to start and stop a time-to-amplitude converter 

(T AC) whose output is recorded by a microcomputer. 

Fig. 1(a) is an example ofthe ion TOF spectra produced by 209Bi2
0+ ion impact 

on the fullerene beam with E=266 V/cm. As in all our TOF spectra, one observes two 

distributions which overlap slightly: i) the fullerene ions, extending upward from M/q::70 

(amu/e) and ii) a range of broad, light fragment peaks which appear at multiples of 

M/q=l2 in the region below M/q::lOO. The series of narrow peaks extending to the 
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high mass side are the c~; ions with q=2-8 ( c~; is weak) and cj; with q=3-6 ( c~~ is 

beyond the time range, ~~ and C~~ have the same M/q ). With the relatively strong 

field of E=266 V/cm, one does not observe C~~ ions for projectiles with charge Q<17 , 

and a c~; peak with a convincing intensity did not appear for Q <28, because these 

small peaks are masked by the overlapping light fragment spectrum. To improve their 

visibility, E was reduced by a factor of 4 to lower the collection efficiency for light 

fragments, which have high initial velocities. This had relatively little effect on collecting 

the low energy fullerene ions and electrons with energy <5 eV. Fig.1(b), obtained with a 
209Bi44

+ ion beam and E=66.5 V/cm, shows clearly c~; with q from 2 to 9. (C~~ is 

coincident with c~' and c~; is buried in the right wing of c~~ peak.) 

With increasing projectile charge Q, the relative yield of high charge fullerene ions 

increases shifting the mean charge of the distribution to higher values. . We find that the 

fullerene charge distributions can be described by a Q dependent binomial distribution, 

where the fraction of ions with charge q is: 

f - C! q(1 )C-q 
q-q!·(C-q)!·p -p , 

with C(Q) and p(Q) parameters obtained from fits to the observed distributions. 

This approach has been used to describe recoil ion charge distributions observed in highly 

charge ion/atom collisions [9]. It follows from the assumption that from a total of C 

electrons, each may be captured independently onto the projectile with probability p. 

Regardless of the validity of these assumptions for the case of capture from fullerenes, the 

binomial form is usefull for description and extrapolation of the observations. Figure 2(a) 

and (b) show C(Q) and p(Q) obtained from fits to the observed distributions of intensities 

in the fullerene ion peaks, and Fig. 2( c) shows the observed and fit charge distributions 

for Q=46. For small Q, C=:Q, but as Q increases; the growth of .C slows. Extrapolation 

of a smooth fit to the C vs Q data indicates approach to a limiting value c~ 11 at large Q , 
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while p extrapolates to near 0.5. This suggests that the fullerene structure can support, 

at most, a total charge of :::::11 units; roughly one per six carbon nuclei. Treating the 

fullerene as a perfectly conducting sphere of radius a 113 (polarizability a=618 au3 [10]) 

yields a maximum positive surface charge density p5:::0.012 au-2 . 

To learn more about the stability of the c~; ions, their flight times were varied 

by changing the extraction field. The intensity of fullerene ion peaks were compared to 

that of C~~ as a function of their time of acceleration. This is used, rather than their 

total flight time, because decay channels in which a neutral or charged dimer is emitted 

[II] do not diminish a particular peak if the decay occurs in the drift region of the ion 

TOF spectrometer E.g. if the process c~; ~ C~ + c; occurred in the drift region, the 

heavy Cfg fragment would arrive at essentially the same time as the precursor C~~ ion and 

no decay would be seen (baring a significant difference in the detection efficiency between 

the parent and fragment ions, not expected for q>2 [2]). This is not the case if decay 

occurs during the acceleration time which varied from 2-6 J.lSec in these measurements. 

These studies showed that, for q<8, lifetimes are longer than 20 J..LSec, and that at q=8 

the lifetime is at least 5 J.lSec (no measurements were made for q=9). The lifetime for 

slow fission of a fullerene ion is dependent upon its state of internal excitation (not 

defined in this work); hence these measurements place lower limits on the lifetimes of 

the ground state ions. 

The classical barrier model (CBM) for multiple electron transfer predicts that, to 

capture q electrons, the projectile ion must approach to within a radius Rq where the 

classical potential barrier for movement of an electron from the fullerene q+ ion to the 

projectile drops below the binding energy (ionization potential, Iq) for that electron. Our 

observations suggest that removal of::::: 11 electrons will result in prompt fragmentation of 

the fullerene structure. Since, on the side opposite the projectile ion, the positive surface 

charge density may exceed Ps at separations which exceed R 11, one expects that for a 

range of internuclear separations, outside R 11 , both electron capture and fragmentation 
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are probable. Taking nR10
2 as an estimate of the cross-section for fragmentation and 

nR2 
2 to estimate the total cross-section for production of fullerene ions with q> 1, the 

relative intensity of fragment to fullerene ions would be roughly nf · (R10/R2)2, with nf 

the mean fragment multiplicity. From theTOF spectra obtained with projectiles of charge 

Q~12, the ratio of integrated intensities in the fullerene ion peaks to that in the fragments, 

is approximately independent of Q with an average value of 11±1.5. The CBM [12] 

shows (R10/R2)2 to vary slightly from 0.27 to 0.31 over the range Q=15-50; this 

calculation used 110=43 eV obtained from a linear extrapolation of the measured values 

for q:s;3 (values obtained agree with calculations ofYannouleas and Landmann [13] which 

extend to q=12). One thus obtains nr:=:37; consistent with the view that many light ion 

fragments are produced following close, but noncontacting, collisions. Recently 

Worgorter et al [14] measured 14 to be significantly above a linear extrapolation of 

measured values for q~3. A quadratic extrapolation of the Iq, including the 14 value of 

Worgorter et al, predicts llo =116 eV; this yields (R101R2)2 values which decrease from 

0.11 at Q=15 to 0.06 at Q=SO, and resulting values for nffrom 100 to 180; this suggests 

that 110 is less than 116 eV. Values for R 10 derived from 1 10~55-60 eV, together with 

the observed ratios of fragments to fullerene ions, yield nr:::60 (i.e complete 

disintegration) . 

Details of the prompt fragmention of the fullerene ions are present in "double hit" 

time-of-flight spectra, where the arrival times, t 1 and t2, of the first and second ions are 

recorded. Eland [15, 16] has described the study of the patterns observed in scatter plots 

of t2 vs t1 resulting from photofragmentation of molecules; the same methodology is 

applicable to fullerene fragments observed here where there is a higher likelihood of 

producing multiply charged fragments. In t2 vs t 1 plots, we observe an array of "spots" at 

positions corresponding to J...t 1=m1/ql> J...t2=m2/q2 values with ml>m2 in units of the atomic 

carbon mass. Figure 3 shows an example from 120 keV Ar12+ impact. As developed by 

Eland [ 15, 16] and Simon et al. [ 17], the shape of the intensity dist~ibution in a particular 
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spot provides clues to the fragment energies and masses. Figure 4(a) shows an example 

for the I-ll> t-t2 = 12, 24 (amu/e) spot pattern from impact of 80 keV Ar8+. This pattern 

is consistent with the breakup of energetic precursor fragments (kinetic energy E0 ) into 

two charged pieces, with release of energy E12, one of which may further decompose into 

charged and neutral parts with negligible energy release. That ts: 

C~+q2 (E0)~C~1 +C~.+E12 followed by C~,4-C~2 +Cm·-m
2

. For a particular 

breakup of this kind, the t l> t2 points fall within parallelograms as indicated in Fig. 4( c) and 

4(d). From the slopes of the sides one obtains Mlm2 = H-(t-t1 lt-t2 )·tana. and 

t-t2 I t-t1 = tanf3; from the ratio of the sides one has A I B = ~E12 I E0 . Fig. 4(b) ts a 

superposition oftwo simulations constructed from the slope information in 4(a), I-ll and 

t-t2 , the geometry and potentials on the TOF spectrometer and adjusted values for E0 and 

E12; it closely resembles the observation. Figs 4( c) and 4( d) show the two components of 

the simulation; 4(c) IS the process: c~S-n)+(2eV)~c~+ +C~J-n)+ +30eV, 

C~J-n)+ 4- C~~~n)+ +Cn , where n may be 0,1,2 and c~+ is the second fragment in the 

detected pair. The results are independent of n, but a likely choice is n=2, yielding the 

lowest charged precursor, i.e. c~+ 4- c~+ +Ci +C2 . Fig 4(d) depicts the breakup: 

C~+(12eV)4-C~+ +Ci +12eV, Ci 4-C+ +C. 

A complete analysis of all of the patterns of correlated double hits for the wide 

range of projectiles used in this study is beyond the scope of this letter. However, we 

point out that there are curious alternations in the intensity patterns; e.g. events with 

m11q1=24 are less probable than those with 12 or 36 (see Fig. 3). The two particle 

correlations depend upon the way in which the fullerene breaks, a potentially complex 

process (there are 966,466 different fragment mass combinations obtainable from 60 

units). Fragment multi-hit time-of-flight measurements can provide a· detailed description 

of the outcome of this process, and perhaps, as in the case of nuclear fragmentation [ 18], 

show the way to a particularly simple representation. Significant differences may exits in 

the fragmentation dynamics of low velocity, highly charged impact ion studied here, and 
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similar studies [19] at much higher impact velocities (where e.g. charge capture is much 

less important). 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of 

Basic Energy Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division, under Contract No. DE-AC03-

76SF00098. H. Khemliche received support from the French Ministry of Research. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Time-of-flight spectra from impact of, (a) v=0.2 au Bi20+, and (b) v=.30 au 

Bi44+ on the fullerene beam (see text). 

Figure 2. Results of application of the binomial distribution to observed fullerene ion 

charge fractions. (a) and (b) show the parameters C and p which give best fitsto the 

observed distribution of fractions for the range of projectile charges, Q, used. The curves 

are constructs to represent the data and suggest values expected for higher projectile 

charges. (c) shows the observed (solid bars) and binomial distribution fit (open bars) 

fractions for Q=46 for fullerenes with q> 1. 

Figure 3. First ion vs.second ion arrival times, t 1 vs t2, for fragments produced by 120 

keV Ar12+ impact, with E=266 V/cm. 

Figure 4. (a) Enlarged view of the "spot" from fragments with l..lt=l2 (amu/e), and l..l2=24 

(amu/e) from impact of 80 keV Ar8+ projectiles, and E=l33 V/cm. (b) is a superposition 

of two Monte Carlo simulations, shown in (c) and (d), which resembles the data in (a). 

See the text for details of this analysis. 
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